August 4th:

12:00 – Chasing Coral: The VR Experience (SP)
(Also playing August 5th to 12th at 12:00)

20:00 - Future, my love - Special Programme (SP)
(Also playing on August 9th at 22:00)

Nowhere to Hide (HUMAN RIGHTS DOX)
(Also playing on August 6th at 20:00; August 11th at 18:00)

22:00 - Stranger in Paradise (SP)
(Also playing on August 10th at 22:00)

Liberation Day (SP)
(Also playing August 8th at 18:00; August 9th at 20:00)

August 5th:

14:00 - Steel Mill Cafe (BALKAN DOX)
(Also playing on August 7th at 12:00; August 10th at 16:00)

Sand Creek (SP)

16:00 - Half a Man (INTERNATIONAL SHORTS)
(Also playing on August 7th at 14:00)

Manivald (INTERNATIONAL SHORTS)
(Also playing on August 7th at 14:00)

489 Years (INTERNATIONAL SHORTS)
(Also playing August 7th at 14:00)

Ama-San (GREEN DOX)
(Also playing August 7th at 22:00; August 9th at 12:00)

18:00 - The Modern Jungle (GREEN DOX)
(Also playing on August 8th at 22:00)

Communion (SP)
(Also playing on August 9th at 22:00; August 11th at 16:00)

20:00 - Last Man in Alepo (SP)
(Also playing August 12th at 14:00)

Spectres are haunting Europe (BALKAN DOX)

Everything (INTERNATIONAL SHORTS)
(Also playing August 8th at 12:00)
Written/Unwritten (INTERNATIONAL SHORTS)
(Also playing August 8th at 12:00)

22:00 – Machines (INTERNATIONAL DOX)
(Also playing August 11th at 16:00)

Thank you for the Rain (GREEN DOX)
(Also playing August 8th at 16:00)

69 Minutes of 86 Days (INTERNATIONAL DOX)
(Also playing August 9th at 12:00)

August 6th

12:00 – Solitude (SP)

Home (SP)
(Also playing on August 11th at 20:00)

90 Degrees North (SP)
(Also playing August 11th at 20:00)

Whose Flag is it? (SP)
(Also playing August 12th at 16:00)

Note on the Multitude (SP)
(Also playing August 12th at 16:00)

Rodnye (Close Relations) (SP)
(Also playing August 7th at 20:00)

16:00 - La Pesca (INTERNATIONAL DOX)
(Also playing August 11th at 14:00)

A Feeling Greater than Love (HUMAN RIGHTS DOX)
(Also playing on August 10th at 16:00)

18:00 - Dotted Lines (SP)
(Also playing on August 10th at 22:00)

20:00 - Rat Film (INTERNATIONAL DOX)

OM (SP)

Good Luck, Orlo! (INTERNATIONAL SHORTS)
(Also playing on August 9th at 14:00)

A Gentle Night (INTERNATIONAL SHORTS)
(Also playing on August 9th at 14:00)
Les Miserables (INTERNATIONAL SHORTS)  
(Also playing on August 9th at 14:00)

Delicate Balance (SP)  
(Also playing August 9th at 20:00)

22:00 – Trophy (GREEN DOX)

A Million Dollar Life (BALKAN DOX)  
(Also playing August 7th at 20:00)

Hell on Earth: The Fall of Syria and the Rise of ISIS (HUMAN RIGHTS DOX)  
(Also playing August 11th at 20:00)

Gamer Girl (INTERNATIONAL SHORTS)  
(Also playing August 11th at 20:00 and 22:00; August 12th at 16:00)

August 7th

12:00 - The War Show (HUMAN RIGHTS DOX)

The Goodbye (SP)  
(Also playing August 9th at 16:00)

A Man Returned (SP)  
(Also playing August 9th at 16:00)

The Renaming of Pkols (SP)  
(Also playing August 12th at 18:00)

Sirmilk (SP)  
(Also playing August 12th at 18:00)

Repercussions (SP)  
(Also playing August 12th at 18:00)

This River (SP)  
(Also playing August 12th at 18:00)

Snare (SP)  
(Also playing August 12th at 18:00)

Bloodland (SP)  
(Also playing August 12th at 18:00)

14:00 – Donkeyote (INTERNATIONAL DOX)  
(Also playing August 11th at 16:00)

WKCR? (SP)
16:00 - The Hotel Diaries (SP)

17:00 - Dealing with the Past (DOKU TALKS)

18:00 - My Own Private War (BALKAN DOX)
   (Also playing August 9th at 16:00)

   If Only there were Peace (INTERNATIONAL DOX)
   (Also playing August 10th at 22:00)

   All that passes by through a window that doesn't open (International DOX)
   (Also playing August 10th at 22:00)

   9 Days - From my window in Aleppo (SP)
   (Also playing August 9th at 18:00)

20:00 - Edith + Eddie (INTERNATIONAL DOX)
   (Also playing August 10th at 18:00; August 11th at 12:00)

   Mogadishu Soldier (HUMAN RIGHTS DOX)
   (Also playing August 8th at 12:00)

22:00 - Shapeshifters (SP)
   (Also playing August 9th at 14:00)

   Plastic Flowers (NATIONAL)
   (Also playing August 8th at 14:00)

   Mama Colonel (HUMAN RIGHTS DOX)

August 8th

14:00 - Citizen Jane: Battle for the City (SP)

16:00 - The Ballad of the Oppenheimer Park (SP)
   Aurelia and Pedro (SP)

17:00 – Connecting, Leading, Changing: Youth Building our Future (DOKU TALKS)

18:00 - The Host (SP)
   (Also playing August 10th at 22:00)

   Mare Mediterraneum (SP)
   (Also playing August 10th at 20:00)

   #TheirCatAsWell (SP)
   (Also playing August 10th at 20:00)

20:00 - The City of Ghost (INTERNATIONAL DOX)
   (Also playing August 12th at 18:00)
Tukulukat e Pejes (SP)

Migrations (SP)

22:00 - Best of Luck with the Wall (INTERNATIONAL DOX)
(Also playing August 10th at 12:00)

El Mar La Mar (INTERNATIONAL DOX)
(Also playing August 10th at 12:00; August 12th at 14:00)

The Good Postman (BALKAN DOX)
(Also playing August 12th at 18:00)

City of Walls (NATIONAL)
(Also playing August 9th at 12:00)

Recollection (NATIONAL)
(Also playing August 9th at 12:00)

August 9th

16:00 – Makala (INTERNATIONAL DOX)
(Also playing August 11th at 12:00)

18:00 - Newsreel 63 (BALKAN DOX)
(Also playing August 10th at 20:00)

West of the Jordan River (HUMAN RIGHTS DOX)

Landscapes of War, Landscapes of Peace (BALKAN DOX)
(Also playing on August 10th at 20:00)

20:00 - The other side of Hope (SP)

Taste of Cement (INTERNATIONAL DOX)

Gora (BALKAN DOX)

22:00 - Sans le Kosovo (NATIONAL)
(Also playing August 10th at 12:00)

Remigrant (NATIONAL)
(Also playing on August 10th at 12:00)

August 10th:

14.00: A hole in the head (HUMAN RIGHTS DOX)
(Also playing August 12th at 14:00)

16.00: Those shocking shaking days (BALKAN DOX)
17:00 – Switch to the Future: Discussion on Global Trends that could be applied in the Region of Western Balkans (DOKU TALKS)

18:30 – The Future is Equal (DOKU TALKS)

20.00: Miss Kiet's Children (HUMAN RIGHTS DOX)
     (Also playing August 11th at 20:00)

Lord of the House (BALKAN DOX)

The circle (INTERNATIONAL SHORTS)
     (Also playing August 12th at 12:00)

On the ropes (INTERNATIONAL SHORTS)
     (Also playing August 12th at 12:00)

A drowning man (INTERNATIONAL SHORTS)
     (Also playing August 12th at 12:00)

NOTE: Princess Nokia performance during the evening